


ABOUT TOWERS
In the Low Countries around the 
late Middle Ages, the carillon 
(a set of tuned bronze bells, 
suspended in a large tower) 
functioned like a modern-day 
radio station for local towns. 
‘Carillonneurs’ were professional 
musicians who would compose,  
collect and adapt existing  
melodies, and play them on 

the carillon for all sorts of 
events and occasions. Since 
the sound of this immense  
musical instrument could be 
heard for miles around, the  
carillonneurs served as the  
original DJs.

Today, popular music is what 
we hear the most on the radio, 
and what reaches the wider  
audience. If a track has a 
good number of ‘clicks’ or 
‘likes’ on social media then it  
automatically generates more 
interest and attention. Even-
tually the media takes hold,  
plays this music and produces  
what we call a “hit”. It’s an 
ascending spiral.

A similar process happened back 
in the 1780s when traveling 
musicians brought music from 
elsewhere to the city. The bell 
tower musicians would collect 
the melodies and write them 
down in books, often with 
some variations to mark their 
own interpretation. Then the 
music was played to everyone 
in the street. 

The musicians, the tunes 
they played, and the manu-
scripts they came from, became 
well-known, spreading far 
around the region. This is why  
nowadays you’ll find similar  
traditional melodies in different 
countries, and why the debates 
about where the tunes orig-
inally came from are almost 
impossible to resolve.



WÖR - following the steps of 
the past carillonneurs - take 
original melodies from the 18th  
century and remix them into 
their own new arrangements.  
With past and present instru- 
ments (bagpipes, accordion,  
violin, saxophones and guitar) 
they take the audience on a 
nostalgic trip through history, 
punctuated with modern day 
influences. 

They think that good music is 
timeless and unlimited. Their 
traditional music is not all 
Belgian, Flemish or Walloon. 
Belgium has always been a 
European intersection, wide 
open to influences from all 
sides. Much of what they call 
‘our traditional music’ was 
also very popular in France, 
Germany, Great Britain… 

WÖR believe tradition is a  
living concept which is  
constantly retransmitted and 
reinterpreted. They are not 
creating a historically correct 
interpretation but a modern 
version to take into the next 
generation.

CARILLON CULTURE 
- PAST AND PRESENT
The carillon culture originates  
from two different bell tradi- 
tions. There was ‘beyaerden’ 
(from the Flemish word ‘beieren’ -  
chiming). This originated at the 
end of the 12th century and was 
derived from bell-ringing. With 
this chiming technique, the bell 
did not move, instead the clapper 
was pulled against the inside of 
the bell with a rope. 

By 1480, chimers (or ‘beyaerders’) 
developed the technique to play 
existing melodies on these bells. 

The second precursor of the  
carillon was the turret clock. As 
of the late 14th century, some 
of these were installed with a 
striking mechanism – a couple 
of small bells to announce the 
time. From around 1460, more 
bells were added and were  
programmed with musical  
compositions. 

A few decades later, carillons 
were found everywhere in   the 
Low Countries. Moreover, the 
instruments were becoming 
larger and more complex. 



Around 1644, the brothers 
François and Pieter Hemony, 
together with the carillonneur 
Jacob van Eyck, developed a 
technique to tune bells accu- 
rately. From then on, the  
carillon was an established  
musical instrument. Carillons 
mostly played musical arrange-
ments of folk songs and  
dances, but from the 18th  
century onwards, original  
compositions were also writ-
ten for the instrument. The 
most famous carillon works 
from that period are the eleven 
preludes by Matthias Vanden 
Gheyn, carillonneur of Leuven.

During World War I, thirteen 
Belgian carillons were destroyed. 

This caused such an outcry 
that the carillon was brought 
to international recognition, 
which led - after the war - to 
the introduction of the carillon 
culture in North America. Since 
then, the number of carillons 
has continued to grow inter-
nationally. In 2014 UNESCO 
recognised the carillon culture 
(in Flanders and Wallonia) as 
intangible cultural heritage.

CARILLON CULTURE TODAY
Today Flanders, together with 
the Netherlands, enjoys by far 
the greatest concentration of 
carillons in the world, with 68 
bell towers and one instrument 
per 96,000 inhabitants. 

Most of them date from the 
20th century, since nearly all of 
the historical ones disappeared 
through either rampage, fire or 
recycling. 

Until well into the 20th  
century, it was customary to 
cast new carillons with bronze 
from old bells. A standard 
carillon has a range of four 
octaves, or 49 bells, but there 
are also smaller and larger 
ones. Carillons can vary signifi-
cantly in weight, ranging from 
400kg to 40 tons.

A carillonneur plays the music 
with a baton-type keyboard, 
where the keys are connected 
to the bells’ clappers and sets 
them into motion.



There are twelve cities  
remaining with mechanical  
carillon barrels, but most are 
automated playing systems 
which are MIDI-controlled. 

Most carillonneurs are  
employed by their local council 
after their training at the Royal 
Carillon School ‘Jef Denyn’ in 
Mechelen, Belgium. In most 
cities, carillonneurs play one 
recital per week. Because the 
public’s taste varies, they play 
a mixture of classical and  
popular music. In the summer,  
carillonneurs play special  
concerts for audiences par-
ticularly interested in carillon 
music. On those occasions, the 
more serious carillon repertoire 
is played. 

They also often give concerts 
to mark the occasion of major 
events, such as the death of a 
musical icon.

Since the 90s, a new trend 
called carillon-plus has been 
on the rise. Carillon-plus is 
a collective term for vari-
ous concert programmes of  
carillon music played together 
with other musicians. Mainly 
mobile carillons and indoor 
carillons are used for this, 
adding a new dimension to the 
carillon culture.

An important question is  
whether the carillon, as the  
oldest musical mass medium 
in history, still adds value to 
society today, or will do in the 
future. 

An important quality of the 
carillon is the collective  
listening experience it offers 
to the local community. It is an 
instrument that includes every-
one indiscriminately, whilst 
also having the ability to create 
new connections within our 
society. In the future it would 
be nice to see Flanders present 
itself as the international  
carillon region-par-excellence 
and offer carillon music as a 
special attraction for tourists.

Written by Luc Rombouts -  
carillonneur in Tienen and Leuven 
and curator of Carillon Culture, 
Leuven.



THE REPERTOIRE:

Here we have the collectors of popular melodies and music, as well as composers, musicians or dance 
masters, of the 18th century. Their collections of tunes have inspired WÖR’s latest arrangements.

THEODOOR EVERAERTS, 1728, ANTWERP, BELGIUM
‘Beyaert’, from the 18th century, is the oldest collection of music for the carillon. It contains mainly 
Christmas carols, one being ‘Heden is ons een kindeken geboren’. The translation of this title is  
‘Today, a child is born to us’. With Pieterjan’s new arrangement, WÖR have taken this original tune by 
Theodoor Everaerts and titled their version Beyaert, track 1.

DI MARTINELLI, CA. 1750, DIEST, BELGIUM
Track 14, Cecilia, is based on Cecilia D109 Variation. This is a tune from a collection of four musicians’ 
books, from the family archive of Di Martinelli - a family of musicians and lawyers from the town of 
Diest. For this arrangement, Pieterjan took only the A part of the first variation of the melody in 6/8. 
This melody is undoubtedly one of the most popular of its time. It can be found in almost all manu-
scripts in Belgium’s territory, but also from Spain to Scandinavia. Musicologists believe it might be 
one of the oldest known tunes written originally for carillion. 

Track 11, d’Afnemen, is based on °D41 from the same collection.



CHRISTIAN PETZOLD, CA.1700, DRESDEN, GERMANY
Track 6, BWV ReWÖRked, was inspired by Menuet in G, BWV Anhang 114, one of the most popular 
melodies to be found in Anna Magdalena Bach’s Notebook. However, originally it was a composition 
by Christian Petzold. The history of this tune fits WÖR’s theme - musicians copying, remaking and  
spreading the music of other musicians. BWV stands for Bach-Werke-Verzeichnis - Bach Works Catalogue.

FRANCISCUS DE PRINS, 1781, LEUVEN, BELGIUM
Track 3, Jolies Filles, is based on n°59, a tune by Franciscus De Prins. He was a carillon player and 
organist at the Church of Sint-Geertruikerk in Leuven, Belgium. Most of his melodies have a more 
traditional, profane or bourgeois character. Pieterjan used to see and hear the tower of this church 
from his apartment when he lived and studied music in Leuven. 

Jolies Filles means the beautiful girls. It is a tune that is quite known in the Belgian folk scene. Again, 
only the A part, and not even all of it, was enough to build WÖR’s arrangement. It is an homage to all 
baby girls born in 2019 and 2020.

IOANNES DE GRUIJTTERS, 1746, ANTWERP, BELGIUM
De Gruijtters was a carillon player in Antwerp. In his manuscript, he noted down 194 melodies and 
other popular tunes from his time. One of these is track 9, Fiocco, featuring solo carillon. It was 
written by Belgian composer Fiocco. WÖR’s carillonneur, Liesbeth Janssens (one of the carillonneurs 
of the Catherdral of Antwerp), is a big fan of this manuscript.



Melodies from this same manuscript were used 
in tracks 4, 5 and 13. Track 4, Ketting, is a set 
of two popular tunes. The first one, Menuet à 
quatre, can be found in many manuscripts in 
Belgium and all around. And the second one is 
another popular and international minuet, which 
can be found for example in Denmark. Quite an 
international set. 

Track 5, Aria, is a more classical-sounding 
melody. In this arrangement it is coloured by 
mandolin, guitar and accordion in a dialogue 
with the carillon.

ANDRÉ DUPONT, 1780, SAINT-OMER, FRANCE
André Dupont was a carillonneur of St. Omer 
commune in the north of France. Track 12,  
Dupont, is from one of his melodies - La Jolie 
Petite, n°198.

LEUVENS BEIAARD HANDSCHRIFT, 1755, 
LEUVEN, BELGIUM
Track 10, Mr. Kennis, arranged by Jonas Scheys, 
is from a melody titled Marche composéz par Mr. 
Kennis, n°115. It is from a collection of music 
for carillion, found in Leuven, Belgium. Marche  
composéz par Mr. Kennis, means ‘march  
composed by Mr. Kennis’. Willem Gommaar  
Kennis was a fiddle virtuoso who lived in Leuven. 

SINT-LUCASGILDE, 1740, ANTWERP, BELGIUM 
Sint-Lucasgilde was a guild musician from the 
14th century. The ‘guilds’ are associations of  
artists, mainly painters, that began during the 
12th century. By the 17th century, artists from 
other disciplines, including musicians, were added. 
It is from a music book in the guilds collection,  
dated in the 18th century, that WÖR discovered 
the tune La Rosalie, n°12 by Sint-Lucasgilde. 
Their arrangement Rosalie is track 7 on  
this album.

PIERRE TRAPPENIERS, CA. 1775, 
BRUSSEL, BELGIUM
Pierre Trappeniers was a dance master who lived 
in Brussels between 1734-1794. He published 
three books on the subject of contra dance. The 
tune Quand on est bien amoureux was featured 
in one of these books and means ‘When we are 
pretty in love’. This was the inspiration for track 
13, Bien Amoureux. 

WANDEMBRILLE, 1778, JAMBES, BELGIUM
Wandembrille was a violist from the town 
Jambes, in the province Namur, Wallonia - the 
southern and French speaking part of Belgium. 
Track 2, Berlo, was inspired by La Berlo, n°24, 
a very popular melody in Wallonia’s folk scene.  

Track 8, Climate March, was inspired by 
one of his favourite melodies - n°86. WÖR  
decided to name their arrangement ‘Climate  
March’ due to a student protest about  
climate change taking place around the 
time of their rehearsals. They decided to  
dedicate this song to honour the students’  
commitment to the cause.
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FABIO DI MEO (baritone saxophone)
Born in Brussels, Fabio started playing the saxophone at the age of 8 and engaged in musical activ-
ities such as wind bands, saxophone choir, and bigbands. At the age of 18, he started his music 
studies at the LUCA School of Arts in Leuven, Belgium. Here he obtained a master’s degree in music,  
specialising in the saxophone. He started teaching at the SLAC in Leuven and was involved in many 
music productions such as the Belgian National Saxophone choir. After two years of teaching, he 
went into music production. He started in 2016 as a production officer for the Brussels Jazz Orchestra, 
and is now currently working for Bozar, the Centre for Fine Arts Brussels.

JEROEN GOEGEBUER (fiddle, mandolin, banjo)
Jeroen Goegebuer started playing the violin at the age of 6. After 9 years of violin lessons at the 
music school in Bornem, he moved to the LUCA School of Arts for the last 2 years of high school. 
He received a bachelor’s degree in jazz violin, with Jean-Pierre Catoul, at the Conservatory of Ghent 
(School of Arts). He then studied jazz violin with Michael Gustorff at the Artez Hogeschool in Arnhem 
(NL). At the same time he taught folk violin at the music school of Bornem. After his studies he toured 
the world with bands in several genres from pop to rock and world music. 



PIETERJAN VAN KERCKHOVEN (bagpipes, saxophone, piano)
Pieterjan is an active international musician and educator. As well as WÖR, he can be seen and heard 
on the international scene with his band EmBRUN and his baroque ensemble Bourdon Collectief 
(Drone Collective). As a freelance musician, he appears on recordings of the early music ensembles 
Les Agrémens and Les Menus Plaisirs du Roy. Pieterjan holds a master’s and postmaster’s degree in 
baroque musette and a master’s degree in chamber music. These were acquired at the LUCA School of 
Arts, where he studied with Dr. Jean-Pierre Van Hees. Pieterjan is currently the instructor of bagpipes 
& musette at the same establishment. 

BERT RUYMBEEK (accordion)
Bert studied accordion from the age of 9 at the Academy of Music, Word and Dance, in Sint-Niklaas. 
At 15 he participated in various workshops and internships like the Ethno world music camps. His 
groovy energy and lyrical accordion-playing is strongly influenced by celtic and northern European  
traditional music. He’s toured with different ensembles and projects (Folklof, Griff, WÖR..) in Europe, 
Australia, China and Canada. Bert has instructed for several accordion and roots music programmes.

JONAS SCHEYS (guitar, double bass)
Jonas studied guitar and lute at the conservatory of Ghent. He holds a master’s degree in guitar 
and is currently the guitar instructor at the Academy for music in Geraardsbergen. He has been very 
active in the Belgian roots music scene, playing bass, guitar and lute. He also performs in various 
groups and ensembles in other musical genres such as tango, fusion, baroque, and renaissance music.  
All this experience makes him a very versatile musician. “For me, WÖR combines the two musical 
genres I prefer the most: baroque music and folk. And I can play it on my first love: the guitar!”

 © Mattias De Smet



MUSICIANS 
Fabio Di Meo - baritone saxophone

Jeroen Goegebuer - fiddles, mandolin, banjo
Pieterjan Van Kerckhoven - bagpipes, 

soprano saxophone, piano
Bert Ruymbeek - accordion

Jonas Scheys - guitars, double bass

GUESTS
Lode Mertens - trombone (2)

Liesbeth Janssens - carillon 
played at Church of Sint-Pietersbanden, 

Lommel, Belgium (1, 5, 9, 13, 14)

Joren Cautaers - percussion (1, 13)

All tracks traditional. Arrangements by Pieterjan Van Kerckhoven (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14) 

and Jonas Scheys (4, 10). Recorded at Number Nine Studios, Ghent, Belgium by Joren Cautaers. 
Produced and mixed at One Take by Joren Cautaers. Musical director: Pieterjan Van Kerckhoven. 
Engineered by Joren Cautaers. Mastered by Uwe Teichert, final master by Diz Heller. Liner notes: Luc 
Rombouts & Pieterjan van Kerckhoven, ed. Sarah Wanstall. Photography by Tom Abeloos and Mattias 
De Smet. Cover design by Seth Tinsley. Product design: Sarah Wanstall.

WITH THANKS TO
‘t Smiske vzw for the lovely rehearsal space, Dirk Verhegge, Richmud Rollenbeck, Vlaamse  

Beiaard Vereniging, Luc Rombouts, Olivier Vienne, Maisie Greenwood and all our family 
& friends for their support!
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1. Beyaert - 3:50

2. Berlo - 4:04

3. Jolies Filles - 4:01

4. Ketting - 3:53

5. Aria - 1:39

6. BWV ReWÖRked - 2:43

7. Rosalie - 2:17

 8. Climate March - 3:13

 9. Fiocco - 2:36

10. Mr. Kennis - 3:46

11. d’Afnemen - 3:05

12. Dupont - 2:27

13. Bien Amoureux - 5:12

14. Cecilia - 3:32


